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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the characteristic semigroup of a 
Mealy automaton. We show that there exists a bijection from the set of regular 
^-classes of a characteristic semigroup S'(M) of a Mealy automaton M onto the 
set of regular ^-classes of the semigroup S(M*) of the projection M*. 
1. Introduction 
For a set / , the cardinality of / is denoted by | / | . I* is the free monoid with an 
identity e generated by I, and I+ =1*— {E}. If is a nonempty word, then we 
denote by w the last letter of w. We use the symbol 0 for the empty set. 
Let <5: S-*SX and A: S1—S2 be mappings of S and St, respectively. We read 
a product <5A from left to right: (s)dA=((.s)<5)A, s£S. The set (S) <5 is called the image 
of 8 and it is denoted by Im 5. The equivalence relation Ker 8 defined on £ by 
( j l 5 i2)6Ker 8 if and only if is called the kernel of <5. 
An automaton A is a triple A=(S, 1,8), where S is a nonempty set of states, I 
is a nonempty set of inputs, <5 is a state transition function such that 8(s, xy) = 
=¿(¿(5, x), y) and <5(s, e)=s for all s£S and all x, y£l*. 
A Mealy automaton M is a quintuple M—{S, I, U, 8, A), where M*=(S, I, 8) 
is an automaton, U is a nonempty set of outputs, X: SXl-*U is an output function. 
The output function is also used in the extended sence; for S and xy£I* such that 
xO* and y£l, X(s,e)=e and X(s, xy)=X(s, x)A((5(s, x),y). 
The automaton M* mentioned above is called the projection of the Mealy auto-
maton M. 
Let M=(S, / , U, 8, X) be a Mealy automaton. To each x£l+ we assign the 
transformation 8X on S, where 8X: s—8(s,x), s£S. Let S'(M*)={<5;c|x€/+}. 
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Then S(M*) is a subsemigroup of the full transformation semigroup on S. To each 
x£I+ we assign the mapping Ax: s-*X(s,x), s£S. If xy is an element of / + such 
that both x and y are in then (s)Axj,:=(s)5xA,,. 
The congruence q on I+ is defined by xgy if and only if Sx=8y and Ax — A,. 
Put S" (M) = {(AX, 5x)\x£I+}. In S'(M) we introduce the multiplication as follows: 
( A x , , 5 x ) ( A „ « 5 y ) = ( < 5 X A „ M , ) -
Since (dxXy, 8xdy)=(Xxy, 5xy)€S'(M), the set S'(M) forms a semigroup which is 
isomorphic to I+/g. In this paper S' ( M ) is called the characteristic semigroup of M. 
We note that if Ax=A, and 5X=52 (x, y, z£I+), then (Xy, dz)=(Xx, Sx) as a pair of 
mappings and (Xy, dz)€S'(M). 
We shall remark on another aspect of the characteristic semigroup of a finite 
Mealy automaton. 
Remark. Assume that S is a finite set. On the output set U we define a multipli-
cation by ab=b, (a, ¿6 U). In such a way we obtain a right zero semigroup U. To 
each (A,-, 3X) in S'(M) we define the \S\X row-monomial matrix M(Xx,Sx) 
by 
tun ^ i f { s ) 5 ' = *' M ( l x , 5 x ) a = [ 0 o t h e r w . s e 
Two matrices are multiplied in the obvious way, and the set of all matrices forms a 
semigroup. Since the mapping (Ax, <5X)—M(Xx, Sx) is an isomorphism, S'(M) is 
isomorphic to a subsemigroup of the wreath product UWTS(M*) of U and 
S(M*) (see [7]). 
2. Regular ©-class 
On a semigroup T Green's relations are defined by 
aWboaTi^bT1, a&b^T1 a = Tlb, 
a&b <=>• aSSc and c0ib for some c£7 \ 
The intersection of two equivalences &t and is denoted by . An element x of 
á semigroup T is called regular if there exists y in T with xyx=x. If D is a ©-class, 
then either every element of D is regular or no element of D is regular. Therefore we 
call a ©-class regular if all its elements are regular. In a regular ©-class each ál-
dass and each -class contains at least one idempotent. 
Let T be a subsemigroup of the full transformation semigroup on a set S, and 
let D be a regular ©-class of T. If x, y£D, then we have x£Cy in T-o-Im x = I m y, 
and x0Ly in t o - K e r x = K e r y (see [2, p 39]). 
The proof of the next lemma is omitted. . 
Lemma 1. Let 5 be a transformation on a set iS\ such that <52=<5, and let A be 
a mapping from St to S2. Then <5A=A if and only if Ker Ő ^ K e r A. 
. In what follows AT means a Mealy automaton such that M=(S, I, U, <5, A). 
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Theorem 1. (Xx, 8X)£S'(M) is a regular element if and only if <5X is a regular 
element of S(M*) and Ker <5xg;Ker Ax. 
Proof, "only i f" part. Since (Ax, 8X) is a regular element, there exists some (Xy, 8y) 
in S'(M) such that 5x5y8x=8x and 8X8yXx=Ax. This implies that Ker 5X<^ 
^ K e r <5x£,,Ax=Ker Ax. " i f" part. Since 8X is a regular element, 8x8y8x=8x for 
some 8y in S(M*). From SxSy(%8x we have Ker <5^=Ker SxQKer Xx. 
Since 8xy is an idempotent, by Lemma 1, 8xyXx=Xx. Therefore we have (Xx, 8x) • 
• (Ay,,5,,)(Ax,,5x)=(Ax,<5x).Q.E.D. 
For a subset H of S'(M) we define the sets of mappings by 
H^ = {Xx\(Xx,5xKH}, H^ = {8x\(lx,8x)eH}. 
Theorem 2. If L is an if-class contained in a regular ©-class of S'(M), then 
L(2) is an if-class of 5'(M*). 
Proof. It is clear that there exists some regular if-class L* of S(M*) such that 
L ( 2 )^L*. Now we show the validity of the reverse inclusion. Let (Xe, 8e)£L be an 
idempotent of S'(M). Then 8e is an idempotent of L* and 8e is a right identity for L*. 
Hence for every 8X in L* we have 8x8e=dx and Sp8x=8e for some 8P in S(M*). 
Consequently, (<5xAe, 8x)=(Xxe, 8xe)£S'(M) and (8xXe, 8x)(Xe, 8e)=(8xXe, 8X). 
Moreover, we have (Ap, 8p)(8xXe, 8x)=(Xe, 8e). This yields that (Ae, ¿ e ) i f (8xXe, 8X) 
in S'(M), and therefore <5X£L(2). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3. If L is an if-class contained in a regular ©-class of S'(M), then 
(Xx, 8X)—SX is a bijection from L onto Z,(2). 
Proof. An idempotent (Ae, 8e) in L is a right identity for L. If (Ap, 8X), (Xq, SX)£L, 
then 
( A p , 8X) = ( A p , 8x)(Xe, 8e) = (8xXe, 8X) = ( A „ 8x)(Xe, 8e) = ( A „ 8X). 
Q.E.D. 
Let Hx and H2 be Jf-classes contained in the same ©-class of S'(M). Then, 
using Green's lemma, it can be seen that l / i ^ l = \H&2)\ holds (see [5]). However, 
there are examples that show that in general the equality = does not 
hold. Therefore, in the next theorem, the condition that boht Hx and H2 are in the 
same if-class is indispensable. 
Theorem 4. Let L be an if-class in a regular ©-class of S'(M). If Hx and H2 
are two ^"-classes contained in L, then |#i (1) | = |ffa(1)|. 
Proof. Let (Ae, 8e) be an idempotent of L, and let H be an Jf-class of (Ae, 8e). 
If A2€# (1), then 8eXz=Xz since (Xe, 8e) is an identity of H. Let Xx, Xy£Hm and 
Xx^Xy. Then (s)8eXx7i(s)8eXy for some s£S, therefore Xx and Xy are distinct 
mappings on Im 8e. Let Hx be an arbitrary -class in L. Then (Xp, 8P)H—HX for 
some (Ap, <5P) in S'{M). Thus H^ = {8„XJXweH(1)}. Assume that 8pXx=8pXy 
for some Xx, Xy£Hm, (Xx^Xy). Then 8p8eXx=8p8eXy. Since 8pSe£H}2\ we have 
that 8pSe£?8e, and so, Im <5p<5,,=Im <5e. Therefore for every sZIm 8e there exists 
some t£S with ( t )8 p 8 e =s. Then (s)Xx=(t)8pSeXx=(t)Sp8eXy=(s)Xy holds for 
every s in Im 8e, which is a contradiction. Hence Xx^Xy implies 8pXx7±8pXy. This 
shows that the mapping 6: defined by (Xw)9=8pXw is a bijection from 
Hw onto Hj». Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 5. If R is an -class contained in a regular ©-class of S'(M), then R<2) 
is an ^-class of S(M*). 
Proof. It is clear that there exists an 32-class R* of S(M*) such that Ri2)QR*. 
We shall show that the reverse inclusion holds, too. Let (/>.„, Sj£ R be an idempontent. 
Then 8e is an idempotent in R*, and therefore, 8e8x=8x for every 8X£R*. For the 
word ex£l+ we have (?-ex, 8ex)=(Se?.x, 8x)(iS'(M). Since 8x£%8e, there exists 
some 8p£S(M*) such that 8x8p=8e. In this case (8eXx, 8x)(Xpe, 8pe)—(Xe, 8e) 
and (Ae,«5J(<5eAx,<5x)=((5eAx,<5x). Therefore (8eXx, SX)£R and <5X€Ri2). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 6. ([6]). Let D be a regular ©-class of S'(M) and (AX,<5X), (Xy,8y)£D. 
Then (Ax, 8x)M(Xy, 8y) if and only if Ker <5x=Ker <5yg(Ker A, f i l t e r Xy). 
Theorem 7. If Rj and Rz are distinct ^-classes in the same regular ©-class of 
S'(M), then /?< 2>fl^ 2 )=0. 
Proof. If R^DR^^d then, by Theorem 5, we have R'f>=Ri,2\ If ( 4 , ¿ j t ^ 
and (Xy,Sy)€R2, then 8X and <5j, arc in R[2\ thus Ker <5z=Ker Sy. By Theorem 1, 
Ker <5x£Ker Ax and Ker ¿ y £ K e r Xy. Therefore, by Theorem 6, we have that 
(Xx,8x)8%(Xy,8y), and so R1=Ri, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 8. If D is a regular ©-class of S" (M), then Z>(2) is a regular ©-class of 
S(M*). 
Proof. It is obvious that there exists a regular ©-class D* such that D(2)QD*. 
We show that the reverse inclusion holds. Let 8X£D* and let L* be an if-class of D* 
containing 5X. If R is an -class of D then, by Theorem 5, R{1) is an -class of D*. 
Hence « ( 2 ) n L V 0 . If <5,,€ &(2) f U * , then (Xp,8y)eD for some A Let L b e a n 
jSf-class containing (Ap, <5y). Then ¿ ¿ L ^ D L * . Thus, by Theorem 2, L{ 2 )=L*. 
This means that 5x€L (2 )g£> (2 ), and so D*QD™. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 9. Let D be a regular ©-class of S'(M), and let DR and D^ be sets 
of ^-classes of D and Di2), respectively. Then |/)K | = |Z)^2)|. 
Proof. By Theorems 7 and 8, the mapping R-*~R(2) is a bijection from the set of 
^-classes of D onto the set of ^-classes of D(2\ Q.E.D. 
If D is a finite regular ©-class, then D and Z)(2) consists of the same number of 
^-classes. However, note that we cannot in general assert that D and Z>(2) have the 
same number of <£-classes. 
Lemma 2. If (Aw, 8e) is a regular element of S' ( M ) such that Se is an idempotent, 
then (Aw, 8e) is an idempotent and Xw=5eXw. 
Proof. There exists some idempotent (Xf, 8f) such that (Xw, 8e)^(?,f, 8f). Since 
(Ar, 8f) is a right identity in its JSf-class, we obtain that (Aw, 8e) (Xf, 8f)=(8e Xf, 8e 8f) = 
=(XW, 8e). Thus 8eXs—Xw. From this we have that (Aw, 8e) is an idempotent and 
Xw=8eXw. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 10. If D* is a regular ©-class of S(M*), then there exists a unique 
regular ©-class D of S'(M) such that D(2) = £>*. 
